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First of all I would like to thank you for the possibility to judge some of your beautiful cats. It is really 

an honor and a privilege as a birman breeder. For those who know me you know  I love to see on the 

look that it is a true Birman. I like the size, not to small neither to big. In some of the pictures it was a 

little difficult the overall cat but that is the challenge of being a judge. 
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ADULTS      A little hard to judge these ones when you don’t see the whole body. I would like to 

give a price of honour to cat 4. He looks so timid and sweet. 

Number: Judgement: Result: 

11 Such a well balanced cat with stunning legs 
and all white paws seems to be in order. The tail 
is really in proportion and balance.. Love the 
ear setting and also the size of the eras,. So well 
placed! Even chin and cheeks are well developed. 
The contrast on the points is so perfect and 
coulor and pattern is also good. A dreamy look 
with that good birman expression. 
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3 This looks like a young one! Sweet expression 
and look. The head looks like it is developing 
well, a little weak chin thou. Ears is placed good 
with a broad base. The contrast on the body and 
points are verry nice, Also here you can notice a 
good striping cat. Good white paws, Alittle of a 
baby look. 
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7b This cat really shows himself well, Proud and 
knowing he owns the world. It is only the reds 
that can transfer this feeling of nonchalance. 
Good in size and look at his lovely legs. Good 
shaped head and profile also the chin looks 
good. 
Really low on the white paws but seems to have a 
boody you can die for. Excellent contrast on the 
coat and points. 
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THE BEST EYES  

Oh what a challenge with so many nice eyes. But it easier when you only shall look at the eyes in 

shape, placement and color. When you have a Birman that has so many things to look at it’s not so 

easy when you look at deep blue eyes and also have to take in other things that is important.  
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Number: Judgement: Result: 

9 Really nice shape and brilliant blue in color. 
Also seems to have a good placement. 
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7 These eyes gives me a good impression of a 
birman look. Not the deepest blu but what an 
expression. 
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11 What a gentle look on this one to. Really a good 
shape on these eyes. Easy to drown in these to 
eyes.  
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